r e v i e w SLE is an autoimmune disease predominantly affecting females in which loss of tolerance to nucleic acids and their interacting proteins results in the production of pathogenic autoantibodies that cause inflammation and tissue damage. The disease often begins during childbearing years and is characterized by flares and remissions affecting multiple organs, as well as by the consequences of immuno suppressive medications used to control the disease and cumulative organ damage. A marked improvement in the survival of patients with lupus over the last 50 years is attributable largely to advances in the medical management of life threatening conditions that can occur during the course of disease, such as infections and renal impairment. In contrast, the development of targeted therapies that specifically address disease pathogenesis and progression has lagged, resulting in a limited therapeutic armamentarium of broadspectrum immuno suppressive agents that have substantial toxicities and are not always adequate to control symptoms or prevent disease flares. Recent clinical trials based on rational hypotheses and robust preclinical effects in mouse SLE models have tested the efficacy of new biologic drugs in combination with standardofcare therapies but have met with only limited success 1 . The recent approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of belimumab, a monoclonal antibody that targets the B cell survival cytokine B cell activating factor (BAFF), for the treatment of moderately active lupus shows that a rational approach may be successful; however, some clinicians have reser vations about belimumab because its therapeutic effect is modest and may decrease over time 2, 3 (Box 1). One reason for the lack of a therapeutic breakthrough in SLE is the difficulty in evaluating therapeutic outcomes, largely because of its complex pathogenesis, the heterogeneity of clinical manifestations and the perceived inadequacies in clinical trial design and in the outcome instruments themselves. In addition, proofofconcept studies using mouse models have their limitations: the mice are highly homogeneous, therapies are compared to placebo rather than the standard of care, and the timing of treatment (including the use of knockout mice) has mostly been preventive.
Despite the disappointing results of the first forays into biologic therapies for SLE, basic scientific discoveries made over the last decade have greatly enhanced our understanding of the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases; some of these discoveries could evolve into new therapeutic strategies for SLE that complement or even replace the currently used broadly immunosuppressive treatments. These discoveries, encompassing genetics, immunecell subsets and acti vation pathways, inflammation, mechanisms of tissue damage and biomarker discovery lay the foundation for improved clinical trials of new systemic and local therapies.
The current view of SLE is that it is a heterogeneous group of dis eases in which environmental exposures in a genetically susceptible individual trigger activation of both innate and adaptive immune responses, resulting in loss of tolerance to ubiquitous self antigens. There may be a prolonged preclinical phase that is characterized by the accumulation of an increasing number of autoantibody speci ficities, followed by inflammation and tissue injury, onset of clinical symptoms, continuing immune amplification and, finally, irrevers ible tissue damage (Fig. 1) . The goal of this review is to summarize recent immunologic discoveries that have a direct bearing on the r e v i e w 8 7 2 VOLUME 18 | NUMBER 6 | JUNE 2012 nature medicine pathogenesis of SLE and that should form the basis of a new genera tion of lupus therapies that improve both longevity and quality of life in patients with lupus.
Progress in defining the genetic basis of SLE Animal studies have shown that genetic alterations in diverse single genes or the simultaneous genetic alteration of multiple genes may lead to the development of lupuslike diseases 4, 5 . In humans, a number of single genetic deficiencies, such as those affecting components of the classical complement activation pathway or intracellular nucleases, are strongly associated with SLE. More recently, genomewide associa tion studies (GWASs) that use millions of common single nucleotide polymorphisms as genomic markers to type increasingly large data sets of welldefined patient and control populations have definitively linked a number of genetic variants to disease susceptibility [6] [7] [8] . Although this field is still in its early stages, some fundamental concepts have emerged regarding the inheritance of autoimmunity. First, with the exception of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), the genetic risk loci that have been identified by GWASs involve a conglomeration of relatively common alleles, each of which confers only a modest risk, with odds ratios less than two. Second, some of these polymorphisms are shared between autoimmune disorders. Third, not all of the risk genes cross major racial groups. Fourth, genetic studies have identified functional pathways that are involved in disease pathogenesis 7, 8 . In SLE, three main immune pathways have been identified: aberrant clearance of nucleicacid-containing debris and immune complexes, excessive innate immune activation involving Tolllike receptors (TLRs) and type I interferons (IFNs) and abnormal T and B lymphocyte activation 8 . In addition, genetic polymorphisms may be associated with susceptibility to target organ damage 9, 10 ( Fig. 2) . These SLErelated pathways overlap with those identified in mouse lupus models and are currently leading to the development of therapeutics that target key components of these pathways.
Applying this new information to individual patients is now a major challenge. As many of the identified single nucleotide polymorphisms are not within coding regions, attribution of disease risk to a single gene requires extensive resequencing of large regions of DNA from many patients, which is a daunting and costly task. Furthermore, the risk variants identified so far account for only a small proportion of the overall heritability of disease 7 , highlighting the limitations of the GWAS approach 11 , which identifies only common polymorphisms with frequencies within the population of greater than 1-5%. The finding that 3′ repair exonuclease 1 (TREX1) is mutated in 0.5-2% of patients with SLE but was not identified in GWAS exemplifies the limitations of the GWAS approach for detecting variants at the lower end of this range. New methodology to identify rare variants, copy number variations and epistatic changes are being developed, but these alterations will only be found in a small fraction of affected indivi duals. Moreover, it is not easy to establish a link between genetic vari ations, gene function and disease pathogenesis. Many of the risk alleles identified by GWASs are common variants with subtle effects that are compatible with normal immunological function; some variants may even have been evolutionarily selected because they confer protection against certain pathogens. Even for genes with codingregion muta tions, such as TREX1 and PTPN22, functional studies have either not yet elicited definitive mechanisms by which the diseaseassociated polymorphism leads to increased risk for SLE or have yielded con flicting results 12, 13 . More studies will be required to understand how diseaseassociated variants affect immune responses and interact with each other to contribute to the risk of SLE. Nevertheless, as the func tion of the variants is clarified and potentially pathogenic pathways are identified, personalized interventions may become possible.
BOx 1 Belimumab is the first biologic drug approved by the FDA for the treatment of SLE Belimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against the cytokine BAFF (also known as BLyS). BAFF and its homolog APRIL are members of the trimeric TNF family and are expressed by multiple cell types. BAFF binds to three receptors, BAFF-R, TACI and BCMA (B cell maturation antigen), that are expressed by B cells at various developmental stages. BAFF-R is specific for BAFF, whereas TACI and BCMA also bind to APRIL. Strong evidence implicates BAFF, and perhaps APRIL, in the pathogenesis of SLE. In non-autoimmune mice, overexpression of BAFF is sufficient to cause lupus in a T cell-independent manner, and BAFF blockade delays disease onset. Increased serum concentrations of BAFF and APRIL have been detected in patients with SLE, and BAFF concentrations have been reported to correlate with disease activity. BAFF, through its interaction with BAFF-R, regulates selection of the naive B cell repertoire and is required for the survival of mature B cells. BAFF and APRIL, primarily through their interaction with TACI, facilitate class switching of immunoglobulin genes and are involved in the amplification of TLR-mediated signals through the interaction of the TACI signaling pathway with the MyD88 pathway. Either BAFF or APRIL is sufficient to support the survival of plasma cells through their interaction with TACI, BCMA or both, but neither is required for the survival of memory B cells. BAFF receptors are also expressed by T cells, and BAFF may have a T cell co-stimulatory role. BAFF receptors are also expressed by activated monocytes, and BAFF can facilitate the production of proinflammatory cytokines from these cells (reviewed in refs. 143, 144) .
The clinical efficacy of belimumab was shown at week 52 after the start of treatment in two large phase 3 clinical trials (BLISS-52 and BLISS-76) in serologically positive patients with SLE with moderately active disease but without severe renal or central nervous system involvement 2, 3 . Belimumab significantly depleted the number of transitional and naive B cells but resulted in a transient increase in the number of memory cells 145 and had more of an effect on circulating IgM-than IgG-producing plasma cells 80 . Belimumab resulted in an improvement in serological activity over time 145 and, crucially, conferred both steroid-sparing effects and a decrease in severe flares; these disease features are often responsible for cumulative irreversible tissue injury. After these successful trials, belimumab was approved by the FDA, becoming the first new drug to be approved for the treatment of patients with SLE in 50 years. However, despite its clear clinical efficacy, enthusiasm for using belimumab in clinical practice has been tempered by the failure to sustain the primary efficacy outcome at 76 weeks of treatment in patients in the United States, as well as the high cost of the drug. Furthermore, because the mechanism for the efficacy of belimumab is SLE is not entirely clear, it is difficult to define the immunologic parameters of response or predict which patients will respond best 145 to treatment. Furthermore, it remains to be determined how patients with more severe manifestations will respond to belimumab.
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Although the practical applicability of individual genetic profiling seems distant, pilot studies are currently underway to explore the prediction of risk in family members and the prediction of disease phenotype and severity in individual patients 10, 14 . Testing is already being used in the clinic for gene variants that affect the metabolism of the immunosuppressive drug azathioprine to help predict the risk for toxicity associated with the use of this drug in patients 15 . Undoubtedly, other applications of the new genetic knowledge will be forthcoming.
The reasons for gender bias in SLE SLE is nine times more common in women than in men. Studies in mice have shown multiple effects of both male and female sex steroids on the immune system 16 ; studies in knockout mice have clearly attributed the immuneactivating effects of estrogen to signaling by the estrogen receptor α. However, a clear correlation of female sex hormone concentrations and disease activity has not been established in human patients, reflecting the complexity of the contributions from genetic and environmental factors. The X chromosome harbors many genes of immunologic interest. In gonadmatched mice, the presence of XX confers a greater susceptibility to pristaneinduced lupus than does XY 17 . Similarly, in humans, the XXY phenotype is associated with an increased prevalence of SLE. Although there are decreased concen trations of protective T helper type 2 (T H 2) cytokines in XX mice than in XY mice, the genetic components of the XX chromosome comple ment associated with lupus risk are not clear. As candidate genes on the X chromosome are identified and validated in gonadmatched mice, new therapies for female patients with SLE may emerge. 
Genetic presdisposition
In cr ea sed resistanc e to th e ra p y Figure 1 The spiral of disease progression in SLE. Individuals with identified genetic polymorphisms are at higher risk for SLE compared to the general population. Environmental triggers also probably contribute to the initiation and perpetuation of the disease. Activation of the innate immune system results in enhanced antigen presentation to T cells and the release of proinflammatory cytokines, including type I IFNs. These changes facilitate activation of the adaptive immune system and the development of autoantibodies. Autoantibodies bind to nucleic acids or cellular debris to form complexes that provide further stimulation to innate immune cells through TLRs. Autoreactive B cells act as antigen-presenting cells for the recruitment of more autoreactive T cells. These positive feedback loops that involve the innate and adaptive immune systems amplify clones of autoreactive lymphocytes during the preclinical stage of SLE. The onset of clinical manifestations is associated with systemic inflammation and injury of target organs, resulting in further amplification of immune activation. SLE becomes increasingly resistant to immune-modulating therapies and may eventually progress to irreversible tissue damage. The events that start to occur before or after the clinical onset are shown in green or blue, respectively. The innate immune system is activated by nucleic acids Safe clearance of ubiquitous cell debris is a normal immune function that is crucial for the maintenance of self tolerance; multiple pathways exist for clearing the billions of cell corpses generated daily. Apoptotic cells are engulfed by phagocytes through receptors that recognize altered cell membrane components or self antigens opsonized by 'natural' IgM autoantibodies that are present in the sera of healthy individuals, early complement components or both, inducing a sup pressive program that facilitates the disposal of debris with little consequent inflammation 18 . In addition, nucleases break down circu lating nucleic acids, preventing their recognition by innate receptors 19 . Defective clearance mechanisms result in secondary necrosis and an overload of self antigens that, instead of being safely consumed by phagocytes, access proinflammatory receptors, such as activating Fc receptors (FcRs) or TLRs on or inside innate immune cells.
The best studied innate cell in SLE is the plasmacytoid dendritic cell (pDC), which produces large amounts of type I IFNs in response to nucleicacid-containing immune complexes (NAIC) and can migrate to injured sites 20, 21 . The pathogenic role of type I IFNs in SLE is sup ported by a signature of IFNinduced genes in the peripheral blood of patients 22 , an association with risk alleles involved in TLR and IFN pathways 23 , disease acceleration by exogenous IFNα in several lupus models 24, 25 and disease amelioration in some lupusprone mouse strains that have been rendered deficient for the type I IFN receptor 26, 27 . Type I IFNs have multiple proinflammatory functions in both innate and adaptive immune cells 28 and can also activate and damage endothelial cells 29 . Identification of a neutrophil signature in the blood of patients with lupus led to the recent discovery that neutro phils exposed to NAIC are prone to die by NETosis: these dying cells extrude DNA webs (neutrophil extracellular traps, NETs) that are associated with small alarmin peptides, such as the calthelicidin LL37, that protect the DNA from nucleases. LL37complexed DNA in turn activates pDCs, enhancing the release of type I IFNs 30, 31 . It is now crucial to determine whether this amplification mechanism prevails in vivo and whether NET formation is required for disease to develop. Even basophils activated by IgE autoantibodies have been reported to have a proinflammatory role in lupus 32 . The relative con tribution of each of these cell types to lupus pathogenesis remains to be determined.
Some TLRs are on the cell surface and interact with the circulat ing products of tissue injury and inflammation; in contrast, nucleic acid-specific TLRs (TLR3, TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9) are segregated in an unprocessed form within intracellular vesicles, where they are subsequently cleaved before interacting with internalized ligands 33 . Great progress has been made in understanding the intracellular trafficking of nucleic acid antigens, TLR signaling mechanisms and downstream consequences of TLR signaling (Fig. 3) . NAIC and opsonized cellular debris are internalized by binding to activating FcRs on innate cells 34 ; the uptake and intracellular trafficking of self antigens may be facilitated by LL37 (ref. 35) or high mobility group 39 .
It is now clear that IgG antibodies to doublestranded DNA are produced only when TLR9 is accessed 40 , whereas antibodies to RNA require TLR7 (ref. 40) . Nevertheless, TLR9 deficiency exacerbates SLE in mouse models, perhaps because it competes with TLR7 for transport to intracellular compartments; absence of this competi tion skews the autoantibody specificity to a more pathogenic anti RNA profile 41 . TLR7 deficiency has modest protective 42 effects, but full protection from disease is only achieved when both TLR7 and TLR9, or their adaptor protein myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), are absent 41 . Notably, susceptibility to SLE in mice overexpressing TLR7 is conferred predominantly by excess TLR7 expression in B cells, illustrating the overlap of innate receptor function with adaptive lymphocyte populations 43 . Other nucleic acid sensors detect cytosolic DNA and RNA 44 ( Fig. 3) . Cytosolic RNA derived from viruses, a possible trigger for disease onset in some cases 45 , is recognized by retinoic acid induc ible receptor (RIGI)like family receptors, which signal through a mitochondrial adaptor protein, the mitochondrial antiviral signal ing protein (MAVS), to initiate type I IFN transcription. Cytosolic DNA sensors are less well defined and may include DNAdependent activator of interferon regulatory factor (DAI), absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2) and stimulator of interferon genes (STING). Although DAI was the first cytosolic DNA sensor identified 46 , its absence does not prevent cytosolicDNA-induced signaling, leading to considerable skepticism about its role in intracellular nucleic acid surveillance 47 . Recent studies have provided convincing results that support the role of STING as either an adaptor protein or a direct component of the cytosolicDNA-sensing machinery that is negatively regulated by the exonuclease Trex1 (refs. 48,49) . AIM2 is different from other sensors in that its interaction with DNA activates the inflammasome, leading to the production of active IL1β and IL18.
Although more work needs to be done to delineate how the various innate immune activation pathways interact and are regulated, and whether innate immune activation is required for both disease initia tion and perpetuation, this new understanding offers opportunities for cellspecific intervention or for intervention that is targeted to shared pathways, such as TLR signaling or type I IFN release.
The adaptive immune system becomes activated in SLE Adaptive immunity involves the clonal expansion of lymphocytes and the generation of longlived effector T and B cells. Selfreactive lymphocytes are continuously generated by somatic gene processes that establish the large repertoire of T and B cell receptors required for protection against pathogens. Although relatively low affinity natural IgM autoantibodies, made by specific innate B cell subsets, help to prevent immune responses to the products of cell death, potentially pathogenic selfreactive lymphocytes are removed at specific develop mental checkpoints (deletion), become unresponsive to external stimulation (anergy), replace their receptors (receptor editing) or are suppressed by regulatory molecules or cells 50 . In SLE, these regulatory mechanisms may be genetically defective, environmentally altered or both. Substantial evidence points to clonal expansion of autoreactive B lymphocytes in the preclinical phase of SLE 51 , and most mouse studies have shown a requirement for T cells in disease initiation.
T lymphocytes are activated on recognition of a peptide-MHC complex on activated antigenpresenting cells. Polymorphisms in MHC molecules control the size and diversity of the peptide reper toire that is presented to T cells and thus have a major impact on T cell activation and the subsequent immune responses. The strong est genetic risk alleles for SLE have been mapped across the MHC region in humans 6 , implying that loss of T cell tolerance in SLE might be triggered by aberrant MHC presentation of particular peptides. In addition, peripheral T cells from patients with SLE have altered signaling and a faster T cell calcium flux than those of healthy indi viduals as a result of replacement of the principle signaling molecule of the TCR complex, cluster of differentiation 3 ζ (CD3ζ), by the FcR γ chain 52 , resulting in the use of the adaptor molecule spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK) rather than the usual ζ chain (TCR) associated protein kinase (ZAP70) and activation of the downstream kinase calcium/calmodulindependent protein kinase type IV (CAMK4) that, through the transcription factor cAMP response element modulator α (CREMα), enhances production of IL17 and blocks production of IL2. Other abnormalities of T cell function in SLE that contribute to excessive activation or failure of regulation include T cell mitochondrial dysfunction leading to oxidative stress 53 , a decrease in the cytotoxic activity of CD8 cells 54 and increased expression of the costimulatory molecule CD40 ligand (CD40L) and of the adhe sion molecule CD44 on CD4 + T cells. CD44 ligation results in the activation of ρkinase coiledcoil-containing domain protein kinase (ROCK), which promotes the production of IL17 and IL21. The identification of key signaling molecules in SLE T cells, such as SYK, CAMK4 and ROCK, has resulted in successful proofofprinciple use of inhibitors in SLE models [55] [56] [57] that may now be translated to human use.
The role of newly discovered T cell subsets in SLE pathogenesis is also being investigated. Dysregulation of follicular T helper (T FH ) cells that promote B cell differentiation in germinal centers is associated with the development of SLE in mouse models 58 , and expansion of a circulating T FH cell population has been reported in patients with active SLE 59 . In SLE models, abundant T FH like cells are also located outside the germinal centers, where they support extrafollicular B cell differentiation 60 . Other reported abnormali ties include a decrease in the number of regulatory T cells during active SLE and an expansion of the CD3 + CD4 − CD8 − cell popula tion 61 that produces the proinflammatory cytokine IL17 and may contribute to local inflammation in the kidneys. Given the extensive heterogeneity among patients with SLE, it is plausible that genetically diverse individuals exposed to varying environments will differ in the npg mechanism for disease initiation and/or the phenotype or function of dominant effector T cell subsets and will therefore require different therapeutic strategies. For example, in some individuals, excessive activation may predominate, whereas in others there may be a failure of regulation.
Defective B cell tolerance is another hallmark of SLE. Central and peripheral checkpoints that remove selfreactive immature B cells are defective in patients with SLE 50, 62 . Enhanced BCR signaling can lead to autoreactivity, probably as a result of excessive B cell activation after the late transitional stage, when BCR signals start to activate the cells rather than tolerize them. Signals from several molecules, including CD19, intracellular TLRs and the BAFF receptor (BAFFR) interact with BCR signals to enhance B cell activation and survival at this stage, and an excess of any of these molecules may predispose to SLE 63 . In addition, an SLEsusceptibility-related polymorphism in PTPN22 is associated with early B cell tolerance defects through a mechanism that has not yet been determined 64, 65 .
B cell tolerance can also be broken during antigen activation. An area of intense interest is the regulation of the germinal center, where clonal expansion of B cells occurs, along with somatic mutation, class switching and differentiation to longlived effector cells. Germinal center selection is clearly defective in SLE, allowing autoreactive B cells to differentiate into pathogenic memory and plasma cells 66 . Recent live microscopy studies of secondary lymphoid organs have revealed mechanisms for the efficient sampling of antigens and the intricate orchestration of sequential reciprocal interactions between B cells, T cells and follicular dendritic cells before and during the germinal center reaction 67 . Despite the enormous gains in knowledge that have been made about the anatomy of germinal centers, a con vincing explanation of how the autoreactive B cells that are inevitably generated by somatic mutation are regulated at or after the germinal center stage has yet to emerge. A recapitulation of some of the negative selection events found in early B cell development is probable. The loss of germinal center tolerance in SLE could be the result of an excess of T cell help, defects in B cell signaling or death, an excess of self antigens resulting from inadequate clearance of apoptotic cells 68 or defects in the function of various regulatory cells, including B cells 69 or T cells 70, 71 . The association of SLE with an acquired decrease in the expression of the inhibitory receptor FcγRIIB has been experimentally attributed to an intrinsic failure of regulation of activated B cells in the post-germinalcenter phase 72 .
Autoreactive B cells can also be expanded outside germinal centers. Excess inflammatory signals, such as IL12 (ref. 73 ), TLR ligation 74 or CD40 ligation 75 , preferentially promote B cell expansion in extra follicular foci in which shortlived plasma cells with a limited degree of somatic mutation arise. Little is currently known about the regu lation of autoreactive B cells during the extrafollicular response or the relative contribution of this response to the pool of pathogenic effector cells in SLE.
Despite a decrease in total circulating B cells in many patients with SLE, longlived autoreactive effector memory and plasma cells are often increased in number and, because of their quiescent state, may be resistant to immunosuppression. Molecules such as BAFF or APRIL, IL6, transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), chemokine (CXC motif) ligand 12 (CXCL12) and vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM) contribute to bone marrow 'survival niches' that support longlived plasma cells 76, 77 . Inflamed organs express many of these molecules and can become sites for disorganized lymphoid follicles or even germinal centers in which normal regulation might be disturbed, as well as a new niche for plasma cells 76 . It is worth Figure 4 Mechanisms for organ damage. Organ damage is caused by immune activation and inflammation but is also influenced by genetic and nonimmunologic environmental factors. Autoantibodies and circulating inflammatory mediators trigger tissue injury in target organs by a variety of mechanisms. In the kidneys, immune complex deposition induces complement-and FcR-mediated inflammatory cascades that lead to the activation or injury of renal resident cells, which in turn release inflammatory mediators, leading to the recruitment of inflammatory cells. Long term renal damage is caused by ongoing inflammation, vascular injury by systemic and local mediators, hypoxia and fibrosis. Nephritis occurs in approximately 50% of adult and 80% of pediatric patients with SLE, and the rate of end-stage renal disease in the United States caused by SLE seems to be increasing, especially in minority patients. In the cardiovascular system, autoantibodies and soluble inflammatory mediators cause vascular endothelial injury by inducing endothelial apoptosis or activation. Recruitment of monocytes to the injured site is also crucial for plaque formation. Other proatherogenic factors in addition to traditional risk factors include oxidized low-density lipoproteins, antibodies to oxidized lipids and proinflammatory high-density lipoproteins. The 10-year risk for a coronary event or stroke is 7.5-to 17-fold increased in patients with SLE compared with healthy individuals. In the central nervous system, autoantibodies access the brain when the BBB is attenuated by inflammatory mediators or environmental factors, such as cigarette smoke or neurotransmitters released by stress. Once deposited in the brain, autoantibodies may induce neuron apoptosis or alter neuronal synaptic transmission. Neurologic injury can also result from secondary causes, such as thrombosis or infections. All these pathogenic changes lead to a wide range of neuropsychiatric manifestations of SLE, including progressive cognitive dysfunction. Neuropsychiatric manifestations may occur relatively early in the disease process, and they affect up to 40% of patients. 79, 80 . Given the multiple roles of B cells in disease pathogenesis and the absolute requirement for B cells in disease initiation, a large amount of effort has been devoted to B cell-directed therapies in SLE, with phase 3 studies having been completed for the BAFF antagonist belimumab, the B cell-depleting agent rituximab (antiCD20) and the T cell costimulatory antagonist abatacept (CTLA4Ig), which blocks the development of T FH cells (see Boxes 1 and 2 and Table 1 and refs. 81-83 for comprehensive reviews). Of these, only belimumab has thus far been successful in placebocontrolled clinical trials, reflecting the complexity of treating a chronic disease in which adaptive immune system activation and clonal expansion have already occurred.
Target organ damage is mediated by diverse mechanisms Although autoantibodies are a hallmark of SLE, the mechanisms of tissue injury by autoantibodies are variable, and the pathogenic specificities that direct autoantibodies to particular target organs can be difficult to identify. Depositing autoantibodies may directly injure or activate cells, initiate the complement cascade or activate innate receptors, lead ing to local inflammation. Furthermore, isotype differences in FcR and complementbinding activities influence antibody pathogenicity, and the cellular inflammatory response can vary in different organs or in patients with different genotypes, resulting in heterogeneous types of injury. This section is focused on recent advances in under standing the mechanisms that mediate injury in the brain, kidney and blood vessels (Fig. 4) . Involvement of these vital organs contributes to substantial morbidity and mortality in SLE.
SLE is characterized by wide range of neuropsychiatric syndromes. Although many of these manifestations are the result of secondary causes, autoantibodies may directly cause vascular or parenchymal injury; the association of phospholipidspecific antibodies with intracranial clotting events is well known 84 . Recent studies have begun to unravel the pathogenic events involved in parenchymal injury. Antibodies directed to the nmethyldaspartate receptor (NMDAR) and to ribosomal P protein can be detected in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with neuropsychiatric SLE; serum Pspecific antibodies are predictive of future SLE psychosis 85 . In experimental mice, a low concentration of NMDARspecific antibody alters neural synaptic transmission, whereas a high concentration of this antibody induces neuronal death, providing some insight into the observa tions that cognitive dysfunction is transient in some patients and is permanent in others 86 . Neuronal damage mediated by NMDAR specific antibody occurs without inflammation and is independent of complement activation or FcR ligation 87 . The mechanisms for tissue damage mediated by ribosomal Pspecific antibodies are not as well characterized, but studies in mice have shown direct deposition of these autoantibodies in various regions of the brain and their cross reactivity with neuronal surface P antigen 88 , suggesting a toxicity mechanism similar to that postulated for NMDARspecific antibodies. Furthermore, the integrity of the brainblood barrier (BBB) needs to be compromised for these autoantibodies to enter the brain and exert their pathogenic effects 89 . Depending on the mechanism by which the BBB is breached, autoantibodies may enter different anatomic sites, thereby causing different neuropsychiatric manifestations. These findings suggest that therapies directed at protection of the BBB and brain parenchyma may be effective in neuropsychiatric SLE.
Lupus nephritis is initiated by the deposition of immune com plexes that may activate complement 90 , engage activating FcRs on mononuclear cells 91 and/or activate resident renal cells, such as mesangial cells and endothelial cells, through FcRs or TLRs 92, 93 . Mesangial cells produce inflammatory mediators, whereas endothelial cells either undergo apoptosis or facilitate the influx of inflammatory cells into the interstitium 94 ; these infiltrating cells may then undergo local expansion and differentiation. Renal inflammation is associ ated with overexpression of diverse cytokines and chemokines that are upregulated at various stages of lupus nephritis and at different renal sites 95 . T H 1 and T H 17 cells have been detected in human prolif erative lupus kidneys 96 , and both TNFα and IL18 are local effector cytokines in at least some patients 97 . A relatively new development has been the identification of subsets of infiltrating renal macrophages and dendritic cells that mediate aberrant tissue remodeling and whose presence is associated with poor outcome 98, 99 . As glomerular cells become injured and die, the decline of nephron mass and function is followed by the extension of the inflammatory process into the tubulo interstitium, with consequent damage to the renal tubules 100 . If the inciting injury remains active and the sites of tissue repair continue to be hypoxic, reparative processes become chronic and lead to the amplification of inflammation and fibrosis 101 . Eventually, deteriora tion of kidney function progresses even if the initiating inflammatory process has been adequately contained. Genetic polymorphisms may influence disease severity and the rate of progression; for example, kallikrein gene polymorphisms have recently been identified as sus ceptibility alleles for lupus nephritis 9 , and an FcγRIIIA allele associ ated with excess activation confers risk for progression to endstage disease 102 . These findings suggest that the progression of renal impairment in SLE shares many common mechanisms with other nonimmune-mediated renal diseases and that strategies currently being applied in other diseases to prevent tissue hypoxia and remodel ing may also be useful in SLE.
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease is increasingly being recog nized as a major cause of death in patients with SLE; its high preva lence in SLE cannot be fully explained by traditional risk factors 103, 104 . Persistent inflammation, circulating immune complexes, autoantibodies and corticosteroid use have all been proposed to contribute to the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis in SLE 105 . Vascular endothelial injury is the primary event in atherosclerosis and can be exacerbated in SLE by autoantibody or cytokinemediated endothelial apoptosis or by endothelial cell activation that induces the local production of pro inflammatory cytokines and the upregulation of adhesive molecules that facilitate the local recruitment and activation of monocytes that help form plaque 105 . Another key observation in SLE is an imbalance of proinflammatory and antiinflammatory lipids. Proinflammatory oxidized lowdensity lipoproteins, as well as antibodies to oxidized cardiolipin and oxidized lowdensity lipoproteins, have been detected in patients with SLE, with at least some subsets of these antibodies being proatherogenic [106] [107] [108] . Highdensity lipoproteins, instead of being protective, become proinflammatory in some patients with SLE 109 . These pathological events facilitate the development of foam cells and are linked to a high risk of plaque formation in SLE 105 . Disappointingly, initial studies of statins have failed so far to show any substantial protection from atherosclerosis progression in patients with SLE 110, 111 . It is therefore imperative to determine which patients are most at risk for atherosclerosis progression and how best to protect the endothelium in these patients from inflammatory triggers.
Emerging areas in SLE
Although the last decade has brought the discovery of many new areas of knowledge relevant to the treatment of SLE, there is still a large npg amount of unexplored territory. Technologic advances that allow the sequencing of individual genomes should uncover rarer variants that are associated with SLE and improve our understanding of the scope of the immune abnormalities associated with disease susceptibility, patterns and outcomes. Similarly, the delineation of the mechanisms of gene regulation is another key to understanding disease progression. Epigenetic alterations, such as DNA hypomethylation and histone modification, affect a wide range of immunological events, including cell death, cell activation and inflammation, and have been implicated in the pathogenesis of lupus 112, 113 . In addition, the aberrant expression of microRNAs that regulate gene expression within normal and inflam matory environments has been associated with lupus 114, 115 . More studies are needed to understand the full complement and function of microRNAs to exploit them as therapeutic targets. Systems biology approaches and highthroughput screening technologies should make all these areas more amenable to investigation using small amounts of human cells or tissue from wellphenotyped patients. Another technical advance has been the development of livetissue imaging, which has opened up a dynamic understanding of biology within secondary lymphoid tissue and inflamed organs. Although this tech nology has mostly been applied to normal immune function, its appli cation to diseased states will likely increase in the future.
The cellular regulation of immune responses is a new area of inter est. The contribution of commensal gut flora to lupus is currently unknown, but the ability of particular commensal organisms to regulate proinflammatory T H 17 cell responses suggests that these organisms could influence target organ inflammation 116 . In addition, there is an ever growing repertoire of regulatory cell types whose function might be exploited in vivo. Finally, early studies are using both hematopoietic 117 and mesenchymal stem cells 118, 119 to help reconstitute a predisease immune repertoire.
With the increasing recognition that genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity affects the clinical manifestations of SLE and patients' responses to therapies, there has been much interest in developing biomarkers for individualized disease risk prediction and prognosis, detecting impending disease flares, defining what constitutes a thera peutic response and predicting whether an individual patient is likely to mount a therapeutic response to a specific agent. This is the sub ject of a recent comprehensive review 120 . These types of biomarkers include measures of soluble molecules or sets of molecules in serum or urine, gene expression profiles from peripheral blood cells or tissues and functional assays of immune cell activation. Major challenges in biomarker development are the collection of longitudinal reli able and reproducible clinical data, as well as optimal specimen collection and storage. Interpretation of urine data needs to take into account the degree of proteinuria and the stability of the biomarker protein over time under conditions of variable pH, as well as the biology of the biomarker (size, tubular filtration, reabsorption and secretion characteristics, the presence of a cleaved form, and so on). Nevertheless, major methodologic advances in both generating data sets and data analysis have been made, as exemplified by the ability to group biomarkers into modules with predictive power 121, 122 . In addition, several biomarkers of renal flare with somewhat improved sensitivity or specificity over the currently used serologic and urine measures have been identified in a limited number of longitudinal studies [123] [124] [125] .
The promise and challenges of developing therapies for SLE Systemic inflammation, NAIC and tissue injury amplify immune activation in SLE by profoundly affecting both innate and adaptive immune cells. Furthermore, chronic inflammation in SLE activates aberrant signaling cascades that may impair normal regulatory control mechanisms or confer resistance to immunosuppressive drugs 126, 127 . Some of these aberrant phenotypes may subsequently become fixed by epigenetic changes. With so many inflammatory pathways in play in active SLE, intense therapeutic intervention is often needed, and it can be difficult to balance the risks of prolonged or excessive immune suppression against those of smoldering inflammation. Mouse studies have shown that preventing clonal expansion of autoreactive B and T cells is effective in early disease, but this approach may fail once escalation of the immune response occurs; more aggressive drug com binations are then required to induce remission 128 . These findings suggest that earlier intervention and continuous maintenance therapy may reduce morbidity from the incremental tissue damage and drug toxicity that accompanies disease flares; the current therapeutic para digm is to reserve immunosuppressive interventions for disease flares and withdraw the use of most medications during quiescence. As safer drugs are developed, this paradigm will probably change.
Another challenge is the variability in design and primary outcome measures in lupus clinical trials, making it impossible to compare the results of new experimental agents with each other or even to ascer tain the therapeutic benefit of a single agent. One striking example 129 . In addition, most clinical trials are of short duration, so the longterm benefits of even a modest decrease in flares or corticosteroid dose cannot be measured. Apart from the contentious issue of trial design, heterogeneity in disease mechanisms among different individuals, disease stages and organ systems may greatly influence responses to therapeutic interventions. Given the multiple cell subsets and cytokines involved, as well as the emergence of abnormal and redundant cell activation pathways that make it difficult to achieve a therapeutic response by targeting single pathways and the capacity for ongoing organ damage even after immune quiescence, it is not surprising that the effects of new therapies in broad SLE populations compared with the current standardofcare therapies, which have measurable efficacy, have been rather modest (Box 2). This highlights the need for determining whether a particular therapeutic approach will be appropriate for particular genotypic or phenotypic patient subsets; this is currently not possible, but it is an area that is ripe for exploration.
Despite these major mechanistic and logistic challenges, new immunologic discoveries have yielded a treasure trove of potential therapeutic avenues ( Table 1) . Targeting the innate immune system by enhancing clearance of DNA, RNA and cellular debris, inhibiting the activation of pattern recognition receptors or blocking downstream signaling events and cytokines may prevent cell activation by self anti gens 130 . Components of the adaptive immune system are also attrac tive targets, which has led to the development of drugs that deplete or functionally inhibit particular B or T cell subsets or strategies that alter B cell tolerance or differentiation 54, 81 . Cellsurface molecules can be targeted by monoclonal antibodies that either facilitate cell depletion or transmit activating or inhibitory signals into selected cells. Monoclonal antibodies can also target soluble molecules, particularly cytokines, thus altering the function of particular cell Lessons from animal models of SLE 128, 142 Knockout mice can be used to study disease initiation.
Molecules involved in the clonal expansion of lymphocytes and/or germinal center functions are necessary for the initiation of disease in most models.
Some molecules, such as type I IFNs and FcR, are involved in disease initiation or tissue damage only in certain strains, showing the effect of genetic heterogeneity on disease mechanisms.
Some molecules, such as TLR9, TNF-α and IL-10, have pleiomorphic functions and therefore may be either protective or pathogenic, depending on the disease stage.
Specific targeting of immune pathways has proved less effective in attenuating disease than is observed in the knockouts.
Nearly all drugs are more effective at preventing disease onset than treating established disease. As disease progresses, higher drug doses and combination therapies are required to achieve remission. Different strains have different stringencies for therapeutic responses, and not all strains respond to each therapy.
Recent approaches to SLE therapies 81-83

Innate immunity
Approaches include targeting TLRs and their downstream signaling molecules and effector cytokines, improving clearance mechanisms using exogenous IgM and delivering exogenous DNase to compensate for intrinsic defects of this enzyme in SLE.
Some aspects of TLR signaling are protective against autoimmunity in animal models.
Circulating DNA in SLE may be resistant to digestion.
These approaches are mostly experimental or are in development for human use. Phase 2 studies of IFN-α inhibition are pending.
Adaptive immunity-B cells Approaches include B cell depletion, modulation of co-receptor function and alteration of B cell selection.
These approaches rarely target all subsets of B cells and may lead to counterproductive homeostatic expansion of other subsets.
Approaches that alter selection may have different effects on naive and antigen-activated immunoglobulin repertoires and may need to be given continuously to achieve clinical efficacy.
Clinical trials have so far only shown efficacy for belimumab; new trials of individual treatments and drug combinations are underway.
Adaptive immunity-T cells Approaches include co-stimulation blockade, cytokine inhibitors, kinase inhibitors and induction of regulatory subsets.
Clinical trials of co-stimulatory inhibitors have so far either failed to show efficacy or were terminated because of toxicity; new trials of additional agents or drug combinations are underway.
Effects of broad inhibitors of T cell activation may result in immune suppression.
Tissue injury and inflammation Approaches include inhibitors of the complement cascade, cytokine blockade and nonimmunological approaches to preserve renal function.
Nonimmunological approaches may prevent end-stage organ damage but have no effects on systemic immune dysfunction.
Because of the pleiomorphic effects of cytokines, cytokine blockade may improve some aspects of disease but worsen others.
Early clinical studies of cytokine blockade have produced promising results but have also shown adverse effects in several cases.
Many new approaches are in development.
New therapies for SLE primarily target one of four major pathogenic pathways: innate immunity, B cells, T cells or tissue injury and inflammation. Although animal studies provide valuable insights into the therapeutic potential of experimental drugs for SLE, additional considerations are needed when predicting the probable outcomes of treatments in human patients.
npg subsets or inhibiting molecules that directly cause tissue damage 38 . Small molecules are being designed that enter cells and inhibit com ponents of cellsignaling cascades 131 . Moreover, an enhanced under standing of immune regulation suggests the possibility of harnessing normal immune protective mechanisms to improve tolerance and protect target organs without the disadvantages that accompany excessive immunosuppression. As clinical trial design improves, the place of each intervention will need to be carefully determined. In mouse models, latestage disease that is resistant to single immune interventions can effectively be controlled with combina tion therapies 132, 133 . Uncontrolled case series have suggested that combination therapies are also effective in humans despite con cerns about toxicities, for example, the combination of rituximab, cyclophosphamide and prednisone is reportedly effective in some individuals with severe disease that are unresponsive to traditional immunosuppression 134 , and a controlled trial of a combination treat ment using abatacept and cyclophosphamide for nephritis is ongo ing. However, it must be remembered that in humans, most clinical trials are currently designed to test new therapies on a background of standard maintenance therapies.
In addition to immune modulation, an improved understanding of the pathogenic processes in chronic organ injury is bringing new strategies to light. In a model of lupus in the central nervous system, a peptide mimic of the NMDAR receptor is able to block antibody mediated damage to the brain parenchyma 135 . In lupus nephritis, the realization that immune complex deposition can be dissociated from renal inflammation 132, 136 has prompted the exploration of mecha nisms for the local recruitment of inflammatory cells and their soluble products, as well as mechanisms of tissue repair. Preserving renal function by inhibiting angiotensin activity, targeting local effector cytokines, inhibiting late complement components, addressing tissue hypoxia and using natural inhibitors of fibrosis are all avenues currently being explored to prevent chronic renal diseases 94, 101, [137] [138] [139] [140] . Although optimal control of inflammation and aggressive manage ment of traditional atherosclerosis risk factors seem to be prudent interventions in all patients, new strategies for the early detection of atherosclerotic lesions may direct potentially toxic therapies only to those patients most at risk for events 141 . Strict blood pressure control, appropriate nutrition and avoidance of environmental insults all pro vide longterm benefits to patients, and mechanisms need to be put in place to address the disparities that prevent delivery of this care. Furthermore, the identification of useful biomarkers may improve the ability to diagnose and treat disease flares, categorize patients for clinical trials and evaluate therapeutic responses.
Conclusions
Although SLE is a heterogeneous group of disease states linked together by the formation of autoantibodies directed to ubiquitous cellular debris, a comprehensive model of disease pathogenesis is beginning to evolve based on genetic studies and new immunologic discoveries that paint autoreactivity both as a necessity and a bane of immune responses. The disease is multigenic and involves a loss of tolerance in both innate and adaptive immune pathways that fails to be controlled by sequential regulatory mechanisms. Multiple trig gers are probably involved in disease initiation and perpetuation. Tissue injury depends on antigen specificity and antigen access, as well as the degree of systemic inflammation and the strength of local inflammatory responses. Continuous exposure to excess nucleicacidcontaining material amplifies the disease process. Epigenetic changes may establish persistently aberrant activation pathways and maintain the inflammatory phenotype of longlived effector cells. This broad range of immunologic abnormalities in SLE provides many opportu nities for therapeutic intervention but is also responsible for the exten sive heterogeneity and redundancy of inflammatory mechanisms that will probably require tailored or combined approaches. Improvements in clinical trial design together with the integration of genetic and biomarker information are new challenges that should be addressed as cooperative groups are formed to prioritize therapeutic approaches in the relatively limited number patients that meet the criteria for clinical trials. These strategies, together with discoverybased approaches using wellcharacterized human samples and the appro priate animal models, should translate into a decrease in morbidity and mortality in patients with SLE in the coming decades.
